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Abstract. We describea new and computationallyefficienttechniquefor global
three-dimensionalmodeling of stratosphericchemistry. This techniqueinvolvesintegrating a photochemicalpackagealong a large number of independenttrajectories
to produce a Lagrangian view of the atmosphere. Although Lagrangian chemical
modelingwith trajectoriesis an establishedprocedure,this extensionof integrating
chemistryalong a large number of domain-fillingtrajectoriesis a novel technique.
This technique is complementaryto three-dimensionalEulerian chemical transport
modeling and avoidsspuriousmixing causedby low resolutionsor diffusivetransport schemesin thesemodels. We illustrate the techniqueby studying the chlorine
activation in the Arctic winter lower stratosphere. A photochemical model was
integrated along large ensemblesof calculatedtrajectories between 20 and 100 mbar
for the 1991/1992 winter in order to producea three-dimensional
chemicalpicture.

Large amountsof chlorinewas activatedat low altitudes($0 to 100 mbar) as well
as altitudes near 50 mbar. This activated air was well contained at all levels, with
little indication of mixing into lower latitudes. Model resultsfor early January
1992werecomparedto daily MicrowaveLimb Sounder(MLS) C10 observations
at
465 K. The structure and evolutionof the activated chlorinewas well reproduced,
giving faith in the technique,although absolutemodeled C10 amounts were smaller
than the MLS data. A larger number of domain-fillingisentropictrajectories were
also run at 475 K to producea higher-resolutionpicture of vortex evolutionin late
January 1992. The model successfully
reproducedthe wave breaking eventswhich
characterizedthis period causingtransport of activated air to lower latitudes.
Introduction

Severe ozone depletion has been observed in the
Antarctic spring as a result of enhancedchlorine radi-

calsproducedwhenpolar stratospheric
clouds(PSCs)
form in the cold polar vortex. A gradual decreasein total ozonehas alsobeenseenin the northern hemisphere
from 1965 to 1986 [World MeteorologicalOrganization

(WMO), 1990]. In midlatitudes,4 to 8% ozonedecreaseshave been observedduring the 1980s[Stolarski
et al., 1991]. The climatologiesof the northern and
southernhemispheresare significantlydifferent. Arctic
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dynamicsare more variableleadingto more distortions
of the vortex, and temperaturesare generallywarmer
than in the Antarctic, leadingto fewerPSC occurrences.
Despitethesedifferences
it is clearthat the Arctic polar
vortex is generally,at somestageof the winter, primed
for ozonedepletion. For example,observationsfrom the
MicrowaveLimbSounder(MLS) onboardthe UpperAtmosphereResearchSatellite(UARS) showsubstantial
chlorineactivationin the 1991/1992vortex [Waterse!
al., 1993],as large as in the south.
Three dimensionalmodelingof stratosphericchemistry has made dramatic progressin recent years. Offline three-dimensional
models,forcedby meteorological analyses,are powerfultoolsfor interpretinga wide
rangeof atmospheric
observations
(for exampleLefevre
½t al., 1994). However,the high resolutionneededby
thesemodelsto faithfully reproducethe chemistryand
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dynamicsof, for example,the polar regionmakesthree- 1991. The domain-filling475 K isentropictrajectodimensionalmodelscostlyto run and producesa large ries used in the secondsectionwere integratedfrom
amount of output.
December23, 1991. Phot0chemicaltrajectory calculaThis study demonstratesa new techniquewhichcan tionsin the stratospherehavenot traditionallybeenrun
be used to model stratosphericchemistryin three di- for longer than about !0 days, usually becauseof the
mensionsand in particular the polar vortex. Large isentropicapproximationemployedin trajectory calcuensemblesof trajectories with chemistry are used to lations. However,Sutton [1994]has shownthat the
calculate the three-dimensional evolution of chemical
features revealed by long-duration,three-dimensional
fields. We illustrate the useof the techniqueby consid- "domain-filling"trajectSries,calculatedafter data asering the evolution of enhancedactive chlorine,C10• similationof meteorologicalanalyses,exhibit a coherent
(= C1 + C10 + 2C1202),duringDecember1991and structurewhich agreeswell with other, independently
January 1992. A day-by-day comparisonof model C10 derivedquantities,for example,potential vorticity.
with MLS observations
in early Januaryis presented.A
period when the vortex became disturbed in late Jan-

Photochemical

Models

uary is investigatedby usingdomain-fillingtrajectories
to study possibletransport of activated air to lower latitudes.

In this paper we have usedtwo different chemicalbox

models(modelA and modelB). ModelA hasa more
detailedchemicalschemewhile modelB is morecomputationally efficient, allowingmore trajectoriesto be integrated. The two photochemicalmodelsare described

Method

The first step in the procedure is to calculate the below.
Lagrangian trajectories of a large number of particles
in the region of interest. Then, g.ivena chemicalini- Chemistry

tialization, the chemicalevolution along a singletrajectory can be calculatedusing a chemicalbox model.

in Model A

The gas phase chemistry is, with the addition of

A three-dimensional
(height,latitude,longitude)chem- bromine species,an extensionof that usedby Lary and
thoroughly
by Lary [1991].
ical picture on a certain day can also be producedby Pyle [1991]andis described
integrating a large number of trajectorieson particular To savecomputationalexpense,the family approachis
levels. Using the ensembleof endpoints,a complemen- usedin integratingthe chemicaltendencies.The chemtary picture to other Eulerian global chemicaltransport ical familiesincludedin the modelare O• (0(1D) +
models

is obtained.

This method has certain advantagesover traditional
Eulerian global models. There is no mixing between
air parcels and the results are not dependent on problems with diffusion and artificial mixing associatedwith
the resolution and advection schemesof some global
models. The integrations are also cheaperthan global
model integrations, allowing sensitivity studies to be

performed(for exampleLutman½!al. 1994).

O(aP)+ Oa),NO• (N + NO + NO2+NOa), ClO• (C1
+ C10 + 2C1202),HO• (H + OH + HO2), andBr• (Br
+ BrO). The modelalsointegratesseparatelythe reservoir speciesN205, HNO3, HO2NO2, H202, C1ONO2,
HC1, HOC1, BrC1, BrONO2, HBr, and OC10 as well

as somesourcegases(N20, H20 and CH4) and some
CFCs. The gas phase photochemicaland kinetic data

are mostlytaken from DeMote et al. [1990]unlessotherwisestated. The time integrationis performedusing

Although the idea of modeling stratosphericchem- a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive time

istry along trajectoriesis well established(for exam- step, after Presset al. [1992].The modelincorporates
ple, Austin et al. 1987), runningmultiple trajectories a detailed radiation schemefor the calculation of phowith chemistry is a new approach to three-dimensional tolysis rates. A detailed treatment of diffuse radiation
modeling. This technique is complementaryto other is included. The photolysisschemeis basedon the work
state of the art approaches,such as contour advection of Meier et al. [1982],Nicoletet al. [1982],and Ander(for example,Waugh½!al. 1993),or domain-filling
tra- son [1983],extendedto describethe radiationfield to

jectorieswith no chemistry(for example,Fisher et al. zenith anglesup to 97ø [Lary and Pyle, 1991]. The
temperature dependenceof the HNOa photolysis cross
1993).
section[Burkholderet al., 1994]is alsoincluded.
A detailedmicrophysical
schemeLarsen[1991]is used
Trajectory Calculations
The trajectories used in this study were calculated

usinga model describedby Chipperfieldctal. [1995].

to calculate PSC surfaceareas available for heterogeneousreactionsbasedon Toonet al. [1989].The following reactions are available on polar stratosphericclouds

withspecified
stickingcoefficients,
7, for type1 PSCs
We used European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts(ECMWF) analyzedwindswith a spectral
resolution of T42. We calculated both isentropic trajectories and full three-dimensionaltrajectories where
the vertical motion was obtained from the ECMWF

analyses. The three-dimensional trajectories used in
the first section were integrated from November 26,

takenfrom WMO [1990].

(R1) C1ONO2(g)
+ HCI(s) --• C12(g)
+ HNO3(s)
(R2) C1ONO2(g)
+ H2(s) -• HOCI(g)q-HNO3(s)
(R3) N2Os(g)
+ HCI(•) -• C1ONO(g)
q-HNO3(s)
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(R4)
(R5)

N2Os(g)
+ H20(s)
HOCI(g)+ HCI(s)

-• 2HNO3(s)
-• C12(g)
q-H20(s)

The reactionsare treated as beingof first order in the
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will also oversimplify the structure on any particular
surface. Nonetheless,it should allow us to identify the
impact of processing.by PSCs and aerosol, the main
objective of this study.

lossof the gaseous
molecule.Reaction(R5) is included Chemistry in Model B
[Hansonand Ravishankara,
1991]and giventhe stickModel B uses the chemistry schemefrom the TOMing coefficient
suggested
by Abbattand Molina[1992]
CAT
three.-dimensional
CTM [Chipperfieldet al., 1993].
for "H20-richnitricacidtrihydrate(NAT)." The reactions (R2) and (R4) alsooccuron sulphateaerosolin It has a fairly detailed de.scriptionof the O•, NOy,
the model with an enhanced surface area outside the
ClOy, BrOy and HO• familiesas well as longer-lived
vortex and backgroundvaluesinside the vortex appro- tracers(for example,CH4 and N20). PSCsare allowed
priate for 1991/1992. A stickingprobabilityof 0.1 for to form in the model when the temperature drops betempe•rature
according
to Hansonand
reaction(R4) is usedand the stickingprobabilityfor lowthe threshold
[1988]. Reactions(a2), (a4), and (a5)
reaction(R2) is calculatedas a functionof temperature Mauersberger
and reaches a maximum value of 0.1 at around 195 K

occur in the model on both PSCs and a volcanic sul-

[Hansonand Ravishankara,1991].

phate aerosoldistribution. The box model was initialized chemicallyaccordingto three-dimensionalchemical
fields calculatedfor the starting day by the TOMCAT
model. Model B has the advantageof being more com-

Chemical

Initialization

for Model

A

Ideally, the individual trajectories should each use
a unique chemical initialization appropriate for the
starting location. Model B is initialized individu-

putationally efficient(sinceit was designedfor usein a
three-dimensional
model) and thus allowsmoretrajectories
to
be
integrated
in a shorter time than model A.
ally from three-dimensional
model chemicalfields (see
The
main
difference
between
model B and model A is
later). However,with modelA a simplerapproachwas
adopted. Model A was initialized as shown in Table that model B doesnot contain a microphysicalscheme.
Note that the heterogeneouschemistry schemesin
1, accordingto an in- or out-of-vortexcategorizationof
the trajectory starting points (judgedby the steepest both models are based around the transformation from
gradientsin potentialvorticity,[Braathenet al., 1992]). sulphate aerosol to NAT at a critical temperature. ReThe trajectories were then integrated for a long period cent ideas, including the possibilitiesof sulphuricacid
to overcome the effects of the crude initialization on the
tetrahydrate (SAT) or supercooledternary solutions
short-lived species.This approachis particularly suited (STS), are not includedhere.
to modeling chlorine activation since in the presenceof
PSCs the chlorine reservoirsreact rapidly and so chemical initialization

Chemical

is not critical.

Initialization

for

Model

B

Model B was initialized directly from output of the

The values of total inorganic chlorine, Clu, could three-dimensionalTOMCAT model for the appropriate
be a little high. For example, Schmidt et al. [1994] day.
calculated, using measurementsof the chlorofiuorocar-

bons(CFCs), only a little over3 ppbv within the lower Meteorology of the 1991/1992 Winter
stratospheric polar vortex during the European Arctic

The meteorologyof the 1991/1992(EASOE) winter
StratosphericOzoneExperiment(EASOE), while Oelhal et al. [1994]measured3.3 ppbv of C1ONO2 deep has been describedin detail by Naujokat et al. [1993]
inside the vortex in mid-March 1992. This approach, and Farman et al. [1994]. The vortex formed bein which only in- or out-of-vortex casesare considered,

tween late November and early December at upper lev-

Table 1. Trajectory Initializations at Different Potential Temperature Levels Relative to the Vortex Edge
(ppbv)
Level

400 K

475 K

550 K

Position

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

O:•

2.4E+3

2.4E+3

2.4E+3

2.4E+3

2.4E+3

2.4E+3

H20

5.0E+3

5.0E+3

5.0E+3

5.0E+3

5.0E+3

5.0E+3

CO
CH•
N20

1.8E+l
8.0E+l
1.5E+l

1.8E+l
6.0E+2
1.1E+2

1.8E+l
5.0E+2
9.0E+l

1.8E+l
1.0E+3
1.9E+2

1.8E+l
8.0E+l
1.5E+l

1.8E+l
8.0E+l
1.1E+2

NOy

18.9

13.5

12.14

7.0

18.6

13.5

Clx
C1ONO2

0.2
0.4

0.2
0.4

0.2
0.4

0.2
0.4

0.2
0.4

0.2
0.4

HC1

2.3

2.3

2.7

2.3

2.3

2.3

Cly
Bry

3.2
4.0E-3

3.1
4.0E-3

3.5
8.0E-3

3.1
8.0E-3

3.1
8.0E-3

3.1
8.0E-3
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January. The C1Ox evolution during January is
els. Temperatures dropped during late December and
early January in the lower stratosphere. Temperatures presented in Plate 2 between 40 and 100 mbar for Janwere frequently low enough for PSC formation in the uary 5, 12, and 22. Note that because of descent of
core of the jet stream [Farman et al. 1994], allowing the three-dimensionaltrajectoriesover the courseof the
a large amount of air to be processedheterogeneously. run, the resolutionof the picture was degradedby JanIn this work the extent of the heterogeneous
processing uary 22 (seefigure caption). The highestvaluesof 2
is investigated. A blocking ridge over the Atlantic and ppbv are produced at 40 to 60 mbar inside the vortex
NW Europe affected the structure of the polar vortex on January 5. Note that considerable amounts of acwhich became distorted in late January with two dis- tivation wereproducedat low altitudes(the 80 to 100
tinct lobes of the vortex forming over Greenland and mbar level). The area of high activationis well conEurope. PSC processingstopped comparatively early tained at all levels,with little indication of mixing into
in the winter due to a strong minor warming in late lower latitudes even at low altitudes. No evidence is
January.
seenof the activated chlorineobservedby Waters et al.

[1993]outsidethe vortex(Figure1).
Although the number of trajectoriesusedto construct
Plate 2 is limited, the apparent containmentof the vor-

Results
Evolution of C10• in Late December and Early
January using Model A

tex at low altitudes

is consistent

with

the contour

ad-

vectionstudiesof Norton and Chipperfield
[1996].They

showedthat large interannual variability occursin the
Model A, with its full microphysicalscheme,wasinte- mass of vortex air transported to lower latitudes. Durgrated along 1500 three-dimensionaltrajectories spread ing 1991/1992 the vortex waswell containedexceptfor
over the range of 20 to 100 mbar. We investigatedthe an eventat 475 K in late January(seebelow).
By January 22, 1992, the vortex at 475 K and 550 K
altitudinal distributionof C10• (C1 + C10 + 2C1202)
from November 26, 1991 to mid-January 1992.
developedinto a "kidney"shape[Braathenet al., 1992],
with one arm extending over northern Canada and the
December.
No chlorine
enhancement
was obother extending over Russia. The highestC1Ox mixing
served in early December. This is in contrast to mea- ratios between 60 and 80 mbar reflect this behavior and

surementsby MLS [Waterset al., 1993]whichobserved henceare containedwithin the vortex. Highly activated
moderately enhanced C10 from December 7, 1991, onair is seenoverthe CaspianSea(Plate 2). The distorwards with high values notably around December 14, tion of the vortex on January 22 at all levelsmeansthere
1991. An increase in chlorine due to PSC processing is highly activated air at low latitudes inside the vorwasalsocalculatedby Douglasset al. [1993]in a three- tex, where photolysisrates are faster. However, the net
dimensional model simulation of early December. Howozonelossintegrated along the trajectories on January
ever, the critical temperature they assumedfor PSC

formation

was about 2 K warmer

than that calculated

by Hanson and Mauersberger[1988]. These temperatures were used to "compensatefor a slight warm bias
in the assimilation temperature fields." The Hanson

and Mauersberger
[1988]criticaltemperaturemay anyway be too high [Carslawet al., 1994]. However,in
situ measurements
on the ER-2 aircraft [Tooheyet al.,
1993]showedonlyslightlyenhanced
C10 on December
12, 1991 (with a maximum of 0.4 ppbv at 20 km at
65øN). The absenceof enhancedC10 in the trajectory
model integrationssuggestseither that the heteroge-

22(notshown)
does
notshow
largelossinside
thevor-

tex. There is no net ozone losson January 22 greater

than 15% inside the vortex despitethe high levelsof
C10. This is becausethe simultaneouspresenceof activated chlorineand exposureto sunlight only occursfor
a short time; there is rapid instantaneousozone lossin
late January which is halted by the decay of C10•.
There

is no evidence

in these runs of activated

air

breaking off the vortex near 180øE around January 20
as indicated by other trajectory runs and other studies

(seehigher-resolution
trajectorystudiesperformedfor
this periodbelow).

neouschemistryschemeis inappropriate;that the trajectories missedthe areasof cold temperatures,or that
small variations in temperature causingPSCs to form
were missedby the ECMWF temperature analyses.By

Evolution

0.5 ppbv between 80 and 100 mbar. At 40 to 60 mbar

local noon is unsatisfactory. For this reason the model

of C10 From January 5 to 13, 1992

The period January 5 to 13, 1992, is investigatedin
December14 (not shown)our integrationscontaineda further detail in this section. The evolution of C10 in
few pointsof enhancedchlorine(0.7 ppbv), althoughthe the lower stratospherecalculatedfrom the trajectory inmajority of trajectories did not show any activation.
tegrationsis comparedto measurements
by MLS [WaBy December 27 the situation had changedconsid- ters et al., 1993]. The C10 measuredby MLS is preerably. Areas of enhancedactive chlorine(C1Ox) are sentedat 465 K at approximatelylocal noon (Figure
calculatedat all altitudes, with most of the high C10• 1). SinceC10 has a large diurnal cycle, comparison
situated between40 and 80 mbar but a few points over between model C10 at 1200 UT and C10 measured at

(Plate 1) a largeareaof high chlorinewassituatedover C10 is also presentedevery day at approximately local
the Arctic andextendingoverRussia(seefigurecaption noon(Plate 3).
for an explanationof how the figure is constructed). To compare with the version 3 MLS data on the 465
Large areas of chlorine over 0.5 ppbv are found with K potentialtemperaturelevel(Figure 1), modeledC10
some points greater than I ppbv.
is presentedin Plate 3 for the range425 to 500 K (this
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Plate 1. C10• (ppbv)on December27, 1991,at 40 to 60 mbarcalculatedusingmodelA. The
C10• valuesare shownat the locationof the individual trajectories.
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Plate 2, Time and altitude variationof 010, (ppbv) from modelA duringJanuary1992projected onto •hree pressureintervals. Yirst row; P= 40 to 60 mbar. Secondrow; P= 60 to 80
mbar. Third row; P= 80 to 100 mbar. Days presentedare January5, 12, and 22, 1992. Because
of descentduringthe courseof the run, thereare approximately100trajectoryendpointsper plot
on January 22, 1992, comparedto approximately200 endpointsper p]o• on January 12, 1992.
The C]O• field is calculatedby projectingthe C10• takenfrom the trajectory end pointsonto a
single]eve]and interpolatingbetweenthe end points.
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Figure 1. MicrowaveLimb Sounderversion3 C10 (ppbv) betweenJanuary2 and 13, 1992,at
465 K. (Figuretakenfrom Waterset al. [1993]).
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Plate 3. C10 (ppbv) calculatedusingmodelA betweenJanuary5 and 13, 1992,for 425 to 500
K at local noon. There are approximately290 trajectory endpointsper plot.

Plate 4. C10• (ppbv)at 475 K for January16 to 24, 1992,usingchemicalmodelB. There are
1280 endpoints per plot.
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rioned, the magnitude of the version3 MLS C10 shown

points,approximately290 points,per figure). On most in Figure 1 is overestimatedand needs to be reduced
of the days shown, the shape of the area of the modeled by 8%. (J.W. Waters,personalcommunication,
1995).
maximum C10 is remarkably similar to that of MLS
although the absolute magnitudes are lower. It should
be noted that the magnitude of the version3 C10 data

The MLS C10 data valuesmay also be a little too high
in areas below the PSC temperature threshold, because
of an incorrect treatment of the HNO3 in these areas.

There is some degree of error present in both the
shownin Figure1 needsto be reducedby 8% (J.W. Waters, personalcommunication,1995);seeerrorsdiscus- MLS and the model output times. The local solar times
of the MLS measurementsvary with latitude due to
the precessionof the satellite's orbit. Some small error
eas of maximum
model C10 and maximum
MLS C10
may be presentin both the absolutevalue of the model
increase in size. On some days the MLS C10 extends C10 and its preciselocation since the model doesnot
farther west than the maximummodel C10 (although output C10 at exactly local noon. This is because,for
someenhancedC10 is still present).The reasonfor this the large number of trajectories being processed,data
is uncertain. It may be due to the overall levels of en- are output by the model at a constanttime step (to
is
hanced chlorine being smaller in the model than in the limit modeloutput). Thus the C10 concentration
measurements. It may alsobe due to the error in output selectedfrom each trajectory when the end of the time
times as described in the errors discussion below. Alstep falls at some local time between 1200 and 1259
ternatively, a warm bias in the ECMWF temperatures LT. The maximum possibleerror in the output time is
could mean the model missessome PSC regions. There 1/24 day = 0.0417day. The possibleerrorin C10 near
are cold areas west of the activated chlorine, which may local noon due to this maximum variation of 0.0417
explain why MLS C10 extends farther west than the day is very small. The variation in longitudemay be
sion below. The structure inside the region of enhanced
C10 is also well reproduced. From January 5 the ar-

calculatedC10 (seeerrorsdiscussion
below).
From January 9, 1992, the area of enhanced C10 observed by MLS moved to the east; this is also seen in
the calculated C10. The area of high C10 remains displaced to the east for the remainder of the period of
investigation in both the model and the MLS C10 maps
and the calculated C10 reproduces the structure of the
MLS C10 extremely well during the remainder of the
integration. For example, on January 11 in both cases
the highest values of C10 are found around 20øE. There
is a secondary maximum in both casesfrom 90øE, extending acrossthe pole, due to thermal decomposition
of the dimer, and also a small patch of C10 around
270øE in both

somewhatlarger,a possiblemaximumerrorin longitude
at thesehigh latitudes(around70øN) is estimatedas
between 1ø and 3ø. The error in latitude is expected to
be considerablysmaller.

So far, our comparisonbetweenmodel and MLS data
has been only qualitative. A quantitative comparison
between model and MLS C10 would be hindered by the
errors mentioned above, and since in this work we are
describinga novel technique, and illustrating it with
MLS data, a quantitative comparisonis not included.

Vortex
Model

Distortion

in Late January 1992 Using

B

cases.

The qualitatively good agreement in terms of location and evolution

of the features

in the modeled

C10

fields and the MLS data gives confidencethat the technique of domain-filling trajectories with chemistry can
be used to generate three-dimensionalchemicalfields.

There is currently much debate concerningthe mechanismsresponsiblefor midlatitude ozoneloss. Possible
causesmay includein situ lossdueto chlorineactivation
on sulphuric acid aerosol, or loss due to a temporary
displacementof the vortex bringing air with enhanced
chlorine over mid latitudes. Alternatively air with en-

The modelalsoagreeswellwith the high-resolution
(20
x 2ø) simulations
of œefevre
et al. [1994]duringthesame hancedchlorinemay be expelledfrom the vortex(the
theory), particularlyduringtimes
period. This has been achieved by integrating chem- "flowing-processor"
istry in effectively only 290 boxescomparedwith 180x90
neededfor a single-levelEulerian 2øx2ø model. As the
trajectories evolve independently, reducing the number
does not degrade the chemical evolution of those that
remain, unlike reducing the number of grid boxesin an

of distortion, or from low altitudes where the vortex is

less well contained.

In mid-January the lower stratospheric vortex as
shown by ECMWF analyseswas a single, coherententity, slightly disturbedby planetary waves. By January
Eulerian model. Chipperfieldet al. [this issue]com- 20 a ridge overthe NortheastAtlantic Ocean,associated
pare results from domain-filling trajectories with high- with persistenttroposphericblocking,had distortedthe
resolution Eulerian model and also find that the trajec- vortex. The ridge continuedto developand the analysesshowthe developmentof two distinct vortex centers.
tory calculations produce consistentfeatures.
The ECMWF analysesindicatethat the vortex regained
its initial coherence after January 24.
Sources
of Error
Present
in MLS
and in the
Vortex distortion makes exchangeof vortex air with
Model

midlatitudes highly probable. Since exchangeof air
In

this

section

we mention

some

sources

of error

present in the version 3 MLS C10, and sourcesof error in the model which will affect this comparison.
There are some problems with the absolute valuesof
the version 3 MLS C10 data set. As previously men-

between vortex and midlatitudes is one possible cause
of midlatitude ozone loss;this period was examined in

more detail using model B. This model was usedsince
it is more computationallyefficientand allowsa higher
numberof trajectoriesto be run, increasingthe spatial
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resolutionof the results. The possibleexpulsionof ac- winter. Results from the model were compared to MLS
tivated air and intrusion of midlatitude air during this C10 observationsduring early January. The model reproduced the location and evolution of C10 very well
highlyunstableperiodwasinvestigated.
The 1280isentropictrajectorieswererun at 475 K in providing support for the fidelity of the technique.

The results(presentedin Plates2 and 4) showlittle
this study,concentrated
in middleand high latitudes.
The forward trajectorieswere started on a grid from indication of the vortex acting as a processor. Consid-

80øNto 30øN(excluding
70øN)at a resolution
of 5ø erable active chlorine is produced at low altitudes; howand at a longitudeintervalof every2.81ø. The results ever, it does not appear to be exported to midlatitudes.
may be comparedto Plate 2. Becauseof the much When the vortex undergoesa major distortion(Plate
largernumberof trajectories
usedin thisintegration,4), modestamountsof air appearto be exported.This
the resultsare at a higherspatialresolutionthan shown is in agreement with high-resolutiondynamical studies
in Plate 2.
contouradvectionstudies[Waughet al., 1994].
Despite the length of the trajectories being longer
C10• taken from the trajectories is plotted for January 1992 at 475 K (Plate 4). The vortex is full of than that generally consideredto be ideal (approxiactivatedair, with valuesof up to 1.4 ppbv. FromJan- mately 10 days), their behaviorwas consistentwith
uary 17 at about 150øE,activatedC10• is seenoutside meteorologicalanalyses.The densityof trajectoriesrethe vortex. During the wholeperiodof the integration quired to reconstructan adequatepicture of the atmothe "blob" of highly activatedair remainednear the spheredependson the meteorologicalsituation. While
edgeof the vortex around 180øE.This streamerwas a medium resolution run reproducedthe observedMLS
also observedby Waughet al. [1994]who usedhigh- C10 well when the vortexwasstablein early January,
resolutioncontouradvectionwith surgery(CAS). The during an unstableperiod, suchas late January 1992,
blobremainedin highlatitudes,and the activatedchlo- the number of trajectories must be increasedto achieve
rine relaxedbackto backgroundlevels.This blob of ac- an adequatepicture. In our experimentswe increased
tivated air was not seen in Plate 2. The area of the acti- the number of trajectories by a factor of 10.
The domain-fillingtrajectories with the chemistry
vated air inside the vortex began to distort on January
to running
19, 1992, and this distortionincreasedover the next methodis a novelapproachcomplementary
few dayswith one limb extendingoverGreenlandand globaltransportmodels.In a Lagrangianrun the resoCanada and the other limb extendingoverthe European lution of the chemicalpicture is dependentonly on the
sector. By January 20 the activatedair had distorted numberof trajectorieswhichare run and the interpolainto a kidney shape. The limb overthe Europeansector tion betweenthe endpointsfor graphicaldisplay. The
extended further on 21 January and on January 22 to high resolutionof the chemicalpicture which may be
23, low activatedair appearedto be entrainedinto the obtained by running many trajectoriesis ideal for exvortex between the two limbs. The entrainment feature

amining highly detailed structures such as vortex dis-

was alsoreportedby Pyl½½t al. [1994]. This feature tortions. They are a usefuland inexpensivewayof modwas not seen in Plate 2, our low-resolutionrun, again elingthe chemicalevolutionof the winter,allowingsenbeingmissedby the fewer(three-dimensional)
trajec- sitivity studiesto be performedmuchmoreeasilythan
models(for example,Lutman ½t
tories. Plumb ½tal. [1994]usedCAS to estimatethat in three-dimensional
the vortex in late January included a few percent of al., 1994).
intruded air following this event.
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